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Abstract—Social networks and Internet of things are two paradigms when 
integrated a new paradigm Internet of Everything is established that has its im-
pact on revolutionizing various fields such as engineering, industry and 
healthcare. Social networks became nowadays of the most important web ser-
vices on which people heavily rely, thus became a major source for information 
extraction for rational decision making considering individuals as social or socio 
sensors. Furthermore, people using sensors especially biological sensors enabled 
the use of internet of things technology in building intelligent healthcare systems. 
One of the challenges facing the design of such systems is the design of an intel-
ligent recommender system that is able to deal with such big data. For that, this 
paper proposes a framework to develop an enhanced intelligent expert advisor-
based health monitoring and disease awareness system. The proposed framework 
enables the researchers to design advisory systems that are able to observe phys-
iological signals through the use of different biosensors and integrate it with his-
torical medical data together with   the massive data collected from social net-
works to provide accurate alerts and recommendations for many ailments in-
spected. The proposed Framework is designed to facilitate generic, dynamic and 
scalable process of integrating different types of social networks and biosensors. 

Keywords—Internet of Things, Internet of Everything, biosensors, socio-sen-
sors, Big data analytics, Healthcare. 

1 Introduction 

Online social networks dominated the majority of web services during the last dec-
ade, and researchers became more interested in relying on social networks for infor-
mation extraction. The big data generated from both the heavy reliance on social net-
works, and data resulted from internet of things (IoTs) technologies make them very 
promising for valuable information extraction that could revolutionize various fields 
causing remarkable impact on the society.  

The Internet of Things represents a paradigm where objects (things) are having ca-
pabilities of sensing, networking and processing allowing them to communicate and 
interact with one another or with other devices or services on the internet to achieve an 
objective [1]. 
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The systems arising out from merging the two fields: social networks and IoTs allow 
the enrichment of both paradigms as the IoTs has its role on sensing the physical world 
whereas the social networks have its active contribution to the daily aspects of human 
world. Integrating IoTs with social networks composes a promising technology for add-
ing the human experiences as sensors leading to highly intelligent services [2, 3].  

The intersection between connections among people, together with the things, big 
data and smart processes, emphasizes the true power of a new paradigm called Internet 
of Everything (IoE) as shown in figure 1. IoE is expected to revolutionize various fields 
including marketing, investments, healthcare, education, military, and taking people 
through a new era of smart and intelligent services. 

 
Fig. 1. The major components of Internet of Everything. 

One of the important and challenging applications revolutionized by the Internet of 
Everything is building a smart, connected healthcare system as networked sensors, ei-
ther worn on the body or embedded in our living environments, aiming to gather useful 
and relevant information for physical health. 

Healthcare historically has been provided mainly in a reactive manner. With pro-
gress in the field of IoTs, the world has offered unique opportunities to better observe 
patients' physiological signals in order to provide healthcare in a more proactive man-
ner. Adding human experiences supported by historical healthcare data ensure bringing 
personalized healthcare and intelligent monitoring systems to a challenging level. 

To attain this intelligence level, it is essential to be able to analyze patient data in 
real time, and taking advantages of the social networks’ big data of interest to provide 
quality of experience to the medical data and then turn it into reactive awareness to 
patients. 

This is the major objective of this research. Thus, this paper presents four sections 
other than the introduction, section II presents the literature review and discusses sim-
ilar related frameworks. The core research problem and the proposed solution method-
ology are discussed in section III. Section IV illustrates and presents the proposed 
Framework. Finally, section V presents the conclusion. 
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IoTs paradigm aims at improving the quality of life for individuals, several frame-
works for remote monitoring systems exist that use IoTs paradigm for healthcare mon-
itoring, most of the frameworks proposed recently are designed for monitoring of el-
derly people, the following highlights the work where frameworks involving IoTs were 
proposed to serve healthcare recently. The research of Hassan Alieragh M. et al. was 
interested in reviewing the current state and future directions for integration of remote 
health monitoring technologies into the clinical practice of medicine and highlighted 
several of the challenges in sensing, analytics of data from wearable devices [4]. A 
study from user centered perspective highlighted in general the opportunities and chal-
lenges for IoTs in the future vision of healthcare remote monitoring systems, the re-
search focused on studying IoTs enabled systems monitoring elderly people and trying 
to build a model that is user centric by taking into consideration the elderly require-
ments at the center of attention [5]. An IoTs framework was proposed for monitoring 
human biomedical signals in activities, these activities focuses on physical exertion us-
ing sensors from devices around the body area network of the user such as users’ mobile 
environments [6]. An architecture of the Patient Health Monitoring System using IoTs 
devices is proposed to collect the medical parameters of a patient and evaluate them, 
the system notifies the individual with possible precautionary measures to be practiced 
by them [7]. Another IoT architecture proposed to be used in healthcare for monitoring 
the patients’ ECG signals in an independent way, using a mobile tele-electrocardio-
graph [8]. 

On the other hand, there are studies published to illustrate the impact and the effect 
of social networks and communities on the healthcare, as an example the case studies 
presented to show the impact of social networking for raising the awareness of 
healthcare, and sensitizing individuals to their need for health care [9]. Other studies 
investigated the impact of social media on healthcare services and its applicability in 
Romania [10], and another study was held for investigating the impact of the evolution 
of Social Network Services in the healthcare domain and focused on specific health-
oriented social networks such as Patients Like Me [11]. 

The recent frameworks focused on either enabling IoT paradigm for healthcare sys-
tems or investigating the beneficial impact of involving social networks in the 
healthcare field, which gives a solid background for building a framework, that involve 
both paradigms in one framework. 

The major aim of this research is to develop an enhanced intelligent expert advisor-
based health monitoring and disease awareness system; this will provide unique oppor-
tunities for better observing patients’ physiological signals for reaching accurate alerts 
and recommendations for any ailments inspected. The research will involve adding hu-
man experiences supported by historical data background to the personalized healthcare 
intelligent monitoring systems. 

The objective of the research is to build scalable and efficient techniques and algo-
rithms over dynamically changing infrastructure on different levels, starting from data 
acquisition from different resources, data merging, integration, and filtration between 
different platforms, and ending with efficient classification and pattern matching tech-
niques for reaching accurate alerts and recommendations for any ailments inspected. 
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The system’s knowledgebase will be built on medical healthcare facts and user experi-
ences captured from information extracted by analyzing social networks’ big data using 
big data analytics algorithms, in addition to relevant features extracted from processing 
sensors’ data using real time processing techniques and algorithms.  

2 The Proposed Framework 

The proposed Framework is inspired from the fact that in the expected future, dif-
ferent technological revolutions in the fields of social networks, Internet of things will 
have its great impact on revolutionizing healthcare. The proposed framework in this 
research is as shown in figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2. The Proposed Framework. 

The analytic platform adopted by the framework as shown in figure 3 is based on 
four stages: first stage will be information and feature extraction from unstructured re-
sources from social networks’ data and sensor data relevant to the disease in context, 
second stage will focus on building an improved focused crawler architecture that will 
adopt new techniques and algorithms for dealing with the information and feature ex-
tracted from the first stage, the third stage will be the Modeling stage where the model 
for mining the data for knowledge discovery will be built, and the fourth stage will 
build the predictive and awareness model thus building the intelligent expert system. 
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Fig. 3. Analytic platform adopted by the framework. 

The first stage will benefit from gathering relevant sensor data through gateway 
available throughout the cloud and analyzing these data. The sensors' data gathered falls 
under the taxonomy of sensors stated in the work of Sow D. et al. used in medical 
informatics that involves physiological sensors measuring patient vital signs, wearable 
activity sensors measuring the gross of user activity that gives a wider aspect than the 
psychological sensors, contextual sensors embedded in the surrounding environment 
for measuring conditions like temperature and motion detection. The chain of pro-
cessing sensor data  as shown in figure 4 starts by sensor data collection for raw sensor 
data acquisition, filtration to filter data against outliers and noisy data, segmentation 
then feature extraction where the features relevant to the disease in context are ex-
tracted.  

The second stage will implement a parser for topic detection and tracking for social 
networks, the parser will be capable of extracting information related to the disease in 
context, the parser will be the base for building an improved focused crawler 
architecture, which will adopt  big data mining techniques and algorithms for finding 
documents relevant to symptoms and ailments for diseased patients. The focused 
crawler architecture will benefit the survey of Hetal J. et al .[13] that provides a 
reference for the previous work done for domain specific web crawling with the 
techniques and algorithms  used and the parameters achieved, the survey studies the 
advantages and limitation of different algorithm of web crawling, that will help in 
creating a crawler overcoming the limitation of algorithms to improve the quality of 
crawler. 

 
Fig. 4. Sensor data processing chain. 
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The input to third stage - Modeling stage is the feature extracted from sensor data 
together with features and information extracted for social networks, the stage will face 
a challenge of implementing data integration and merging techniques between the 
information extracted from social networks, and the features extracted from sensor data, 
thus new reliable and robust techniques for data integration and merging will be 
investigated and applied, followed by filtration step where anomaly detection 
techniques will be implemented to identify statistically deviant data, followed by a 
classification model to classify the information and make it ready for the fourth stage. 

The fourth stage is building the predictive and awareness model through building 
the intelligent expert system as shown in figure 5. The three basic components for the 
expert system are the inference engine, pattern matcher, and knowledge base. The 
repository formulating the knowledge base of the expert systems will be built from 
factual and heuristics knowledge formulated by user experiences gathered from social 
networks and sensor data together with historical medical healthcare. The inference 
engine is the software program that infers the requests from the user interface with the 
knowledge available in the knowledgebase by using the pattern matcher which will 
adopt efficient pattern matching techniques and algorithms and accordingly arouse 
alerts and awareness according to the matching level of the user with the patients’ 
similarity. 

 
Fig. 5. The intelligent Expert System. 

3 Conclusion 

The proposed Framework serves as a promising framework in the Internet of Every-
thing era for serving the healthcare field, the framework is a new trend if compared 
with other recent frameworks serving the healthcare field under the internet of things 
umbrella, new algorithms for data integration and merging for information extraction 
from both socio sensors  and biosensors, followed by filtration and classification tech-
niques for feeding the knowledge base of the advisory intelligent expert system taking 
into consideration the medical historical data will be a step to serve future applications 
in healthcare as it could be altered to serve different diseases. The framework is follow-
ing the Internet of Everything paradigm where the paradigm is expected to have its 
great impact on revolutionizing healthcare. 
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There are many challenges facing the framework, the heterogeneity nature of the 
data gathered from social networks and sensor data makes reaching robust algorithm a 
challenging task, reaching the relevant features serving the disease in context from both 
resources and applying the data integration and merging techniques will need building 
of an evaluation model that will be capable of measuring the accuracy of the predictive 
model. 
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